
Cambo- 
What did Cambo- mean in ancient place names?  It is often claimed to be the early Celtic 

precursor of Irish camm and Welsh cam2 ‘crooked’ and therefore to mean ‘curved’, referring 

to a river bend.  However, that is a poor fit to the topography of Cambo- places and for a long 

time it seemed better to point to the northern English word kame or kaim, which refers to 

various ridges or low hills.  Kame is said to be a variant of comb, which Gelling and Cole 

(2003:153) perceived at Combs (Sussex) and Cambo (Northumberland), though modern 

geologists apply kame to piles of glacial debris.  The idea of a curve in the vertical plane 

works well for the element *camulus ‘low hill’, seen in Camulodunum, etc and fits with 

words such as camera ‘vault’.  However, it does not suit most Cambo- places better than the 

river-bend idea. 

French scholars perceive a meaning ‘inhabited place near to an alluvial plain alongside a river 

course’ at many places called Chambon (or similar).  Lacroix (2005) showed a map of more 

than 60, mostly first attested after AD 800, located in an area rather like the Vichy zone of 

1940.  Outside France, similar topographies can be seen at De Kempen (Belgium), Kempten 

(Germany), and in Scotland at Cambo (by the North Sea), Cambus and Cambuskenneth (near 

the Forth), Cambuscurrie Bay (Dornoch Firth), etc.  England has Camberley, Cambrose, and 

several Cambridges.  Should we add Camber Sands (Sussex), Camberwell (Domesday 

Cambrewelle), and Chambray (France)?  And how about ancient Cretan καμαν ‘field’? 

This strongly suggests that Cambo- is related to the Latin word campus ‘flat ground’, which 

has many modern descendants: English has university campus, campaign, to camp, 

champion, Champagne, etc; French has champs ‘field’; German has kampfen ‘to fight’; 

Italian has cambio ‘exchange’, etc.  All of these make sense as activities on flat ground, 

which would occur naturally in the ancient world only in the flood-plain of a meandering 

river, though a geologically ancient fluvial terrace may now be high above any river that 

formed it. 

Historical linguists have not agreed on a single PIE root for all the ‘curve’ words of general 

form K-vowel-M.  Celtic expert Matasovic (2009:186) cites *(s)kamb- ‘crooked’, and Greek 

expert Beekes (2010) writes of a “pre-Greek or European substrate origin”.  Watkins (2011) 

cites *kamp- ‘to bend’ as the source of Greek καμπή ‘winding (of a river)’, κάμπτω ‘to turn, 

to be bent’, and σκαμβός ‘crooked, bent’, and thence of English scampi, jamb, gambit, 

campylobacter, etc.  He distinguishes that from *kemb- ‘to bend’ as the source of change, 

hump, etc, and also of *kantho- ‘curve, angle, corner’, hence canthus ‘wheel rim’, canton, 

and Kent. 

Evidently there was a basic root *cam- ‘curve’, back when the humans first expanded on 

agriculture and herding.  It has led to words as diverse as English combe and Welsh cwm 

‘valley’, Greek κύμβη ‘drinking vessel’ and καμάρα ‘arched cover, and Sanskrit kumbha 

‘jar’, but it has collided with words for ‘tooth’ that have led to comb in English. 

In short, linguistics offers no definitive answer what Cambo- meant in early British names!  

However, the French ‘alluvial plain’ interpretation looks like a clear winner, because it could 

fit all the relevant topographies:- 

Camboglanna, on Hadrian’s Wall (inaccessible to the public, with Roman fort demolished) 

perches on a low ridge, with a steepish slope down to a small river (?Cambeck) at its back, 

but a much gentler slope at its front, down to the river Irthing, which is very bendy.  The 

name is well established and the -glanna part almost certainly means something like ‘bank’. 

http://www.dil.ie/8094
http://www.welsh-dictionary.ac.uk/gpc/gpc.html?cam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kame
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/camulodun.htm
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dcamera
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dcampus1
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/1719
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=kamph%2F&la=greek&can=kamph%2F0
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=ka%2Fmptw&la=greek&can=ka%2Fmptw0
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=skamb-o%2Fs&la=greek&can=skamb-o%2Fs0
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/0838
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dcanthus1
http://www.welsh-dictionary.ac.uk/gpc/gpc.html?cwm
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=ku%2Fmbh&la=greek&can=ku%2Fmbh0
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0057%3Aentry%3Dkama%2Fra
https://spokensanskrit.org/index.php?tran_input=kumbha&direct=se&script=hk&link=yes&mode=3
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/cambogla.htm


Ptolemy's Μορικαμβη (Moricambe) estuary is the joint outlet of the rivers Waver and 

Wampool, a huge area of mudflats surrounded by flat farmland and two airfields.  Adjacent 

place names indicating topography include Angerton (probably related to German *Anger 

‘waterside meadow’, Campfield, Saltcoates (‘saltern cottages’), and Wath (=wade).  For 

names that point to higher ground one needs to go some distance away, such as to Highlaws, 

but closer names suggesting islands or hummocks in the marshes do exist (Newtonholme, 

Brownrigg, Whitrigg, Whitehill, Knowehill, etc).  The Mori- part of the name is more likely 

to refer to marshes than to the wider sea. 

Cambodunum is a good match to the Roman fort at Slack, under Outlane Golf Club, near 

Huddersfield, provided one is willing to amend two mileage figures in the Antonine Itinerary.  

It now lies under a golf course on a gently sloping terrace above a small river gorge. 

Cambroianna is a good fit to Drumlanrig fort “on a plateau overlooking the River Nith”, but 

that identification may be circular logic. 

Camborico was on the road from Cambridge to Norwich, somewhere near MiIdenhall and/or 

Icklingham.  This is in the flat land of East Anglia, and near the river Lark, but we are still no 

closer to finding the exact location. 

Outside Britain there is one very well attested Cambodunum: Strabo (4,6,8) Καμβόδουνον, 

Ptolemy (2,12,8) Καμβοδουνον, Peutinger map Camboduno, Antonine Itinerary Campoduno, 

Notitia Dignitatum Cambidano, gravestone CAMBODUNO, and milestone CAMB.  Its site, at 

modern Kempten, is beside the river Iller in southern Germany.  The local language was 

Raetic (a Semitic language!), then Latin, then German, never Celtic. 

Camaracum on the Peutinger Map, is modern Cambrai beside the river Escaut/Scheldt, 

famously chosen for a tank offensive in 1917 because it lay on a “vast chalky plain”. 
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